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German Exchange 
 

Our friends from HVG Blomberg visited last week. All the pupils (and hopefully families) 
enjoyed the experience. The benefits for the individual pupils involved and the wider 
school community are significant. Understanding how other people from another country 
work, live and operate is a great way of broadening horizons. 
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Pre-teen and Teenager Workshop 

We held our first Pre-teen and Teenager Workshop. The families that attended had access 
to 8 stands that had a wealth of guidance, suggestions and help for parents. Most 
importantly, people realised that as parents, we all have the same concerns and problems. 
Hopefully, parents can now have a vehicle to share those concerns. We will continue to work 
with the Parenting & Family Support Service along with the other providers that attended last 
night. There will be more details to follow regarding the 'talking to teens' sessions that will 
run. 
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Sanctions and Rewards 

 

Dear Parent/Carer 

We have been implementing our sanction and reward ladders for over a term now and would like to 

share with you how much our pupils have valued the crystal-clear expectations and clear sanctions 

as well.  With your help, we can ensure that pupil conduct and behaviour is maintained at the standard 

that we all expect at our school.  Can I request that you discuss the following areas at home and 

reinforce the expectations?  I thank you for your continued support.   

Uniform 

It is our experience that pupils who wear their uniform with pride and follow the uniform rules are the 

pupils who have a good attitude to learning and the same pupils who do very well in school.   

Reminder given to pupils 

 Hoodies, tracksuit tops and personal jumpers should not be worn.  If pupils need something 

warm over their polo shirt it should be the school jumper and then a jacket if needed.   

Equipment 

We do not ask pupils to bring in an endless list of expensive equipment.  Our requirements are simple, 

pupils should have a pen, pencil, ruler and pencil case.  This should be kept in their school bag with 

their planner and reading book and should be in school every day.  
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Homework 

Homework is essential.  For all pupils it reinforces learning and builds good habits and organisation.  

As pupils begin their GCSE’s, it is essential in supporting pupils achieve good grades in their exams.  

All homework is displayed on our online homework tracker, ‘Show my homework’. It is important 

that, as a parent, you can see what homework has been set and whether homework has been 

submitted.  If you have not yet logged in to Show my Homework then please contact the school 

office to obtain a login and password.  You can see the whole school calendar, which shows all 

homework set without a login but this will not be individual for your child.  

Social Time Behaviour 

Social time (break and lunch) is important, it provides an opportunity to socialise and run off some 

steam.  However, some pupils can spoil this for others.  If pupil’s conduct at social time does not 

meet the required standard, the privilege will be removed.  Pupils will of course still have access to 

buying and eating their lunch.  This way, those behaving the right way are not being affected by the 

behaviour of some pupils.   

Detentions 

Detentions are issued when a pupil needs to be sanctioned at Stage 4 and above.  It is a school’s 

legal right to set detentions.  The law changed in 2015 removing the need to inform parents or give 

any notice.  However, we want to work with parents as detentions should be a step towards 

improved behaviour and improved outcomes.  Some schools use a text or email system to notify 

parents of detentions, we prefer to speak to parents in person and send an email/letter confirmation 

in writing. We also endeavour to give parents 24hrs notice so that alternative arrangements can be 

made to collect the child from school.   If your number has changed or you think you are not receiving 

the email messages, please contact school.  Pupils are reminded about detentions in morning and 

afternoon registration, there should be no reason for missing them.  If a pupil does not attend a set 

detention, they are added to the Leadership detentions, which are held after school each Friday. 

N.B In some instances pupils will be placed on report because of an after school detention, report 

will be dependent on the type of incident. 

Mobile Phones 

I am aware that most of our pupils adhere to our mobile phone policy.  Mobile phones are currently 

allowed in school if they are switched off and kept in pupil’s bags.  This should happen before 

entering the school site and they should not be removed or switched on until pupils have left the 

premises.  

We have recently seen a concerning rise in the following: 

- Phones on a pupil’s person 

There have also been some extreme cases 

- Photos and videos taken in school 

- Phone calls/texts made and received in school 

The law is very clear about electronic devices brought into school.  We have the right to search 

phones especially if we feel that they have sensitive information on them or they may have been 

used in school. 
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We have a duty of care to protect our staff and our pupils from inappropriate videos or potential 

bullying.  If a phone is on in school this is a likely outcome that a child will be asked to not bring it to 

school or hand it to an adult when they arrive in school. I would like to make you aware that the 

school reception can be used to get messages to pupils in school.  

Over the next few weeks there will be close scrutiny in all the above areas.  Pupils following the 

rules and protocols will be rewarded systematically with our champion and all-star rewards system.  

However, for those not conforming to the standards, consequences will be put in place.   

Please speak to your child regarding these matters to ensure that they have an understanding of 

our expectations for all pupils at our school. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Mrs L. Tait 

Deputy head Teacher 

 

Walking to and from school... 

There have been incidents where members of the public have informed the school of pupils 

stepping out in the road without looking on the way home. If your child walks home, please remind 

them of the importance of being sensible and safe on the busy roads near our school. 

Dropping off and picking up before and after school... 

When dropping off or picking up children from school, could we please ask parents to be respectful 

to other drivers and our local community? 

Please do not drop off children in the yellow-hashed area outside the school.  

If you are collecting your child along Evesham Road, please could we ask that you park 

respectfully whilst waiting for your child. 

The school drive.... 

Recently, there have been occasions where busses have not been able to manoeuvre in the 

school drive as there have been too many cars on the school drive at the start or the end of the 

school day. This obviously causes congestion and can cause a risk to the safety of pupils. 

Unfortunately, the school drive is for staff and public transport vehicles.  

The barrier at the top of the drive will open for staff and public transport vehicles as well as 

vehicles of the pupils with medical conditions requiring drop off on the school premises. 
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